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TRITIUIIIAND NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS OF A SOLID STATE CELL

T. N. Claytor, P. A. Seeger, R. K. Rohwer
D. G. Tuggle, W. R. Doty

Ias Alamos National Laboratory

Abstract:

A solid state “cold fusion” cell was constructed to test for non-
equilibrium fusion in a solid. The stimulus for the design was the
hypothesis that the electrochemical surface layer in the Pens-Fleischmann
cell could be replaced with a metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) barrier.
Cells were constructed of alternating layers of palladium and silicon
powders pressed into a ceramic form and exposed to deuterium gas at 110
psia resulting in a D/Pal ratio of 0.7. Pulses of current were passed
through the cells to populate non-equilibrium states at the MIS barriers.
One cell showed neutron activity and was found to have a large amount of
tritium, other cells have produced tritium at a low rate consistent with
neutron emiss~on below the thr-~hold of observability. The branching ratio
for n/p has been about 1 x 10 in all the experiments where a substantial
amount of tritium has been found.

Introduction:

Recent expnrlmente
1,2,3,4

have indicated that electrochemical cells are
producing neutrons, tritium, ●nd perhaps heat via ●n unknown new “cold
fusion” process. These cells seem to be remarkably sensitive to palladium
surface preparation, electrolyte impurities and exact cell configuration.
It is reasonable to ●ssume that tho fusion mechanism is a near-surface
phenomenon dominated by the high concentr~tlon of deuterlum electrically
driven into the material, It is known that electrochemical surface
barriers are similar (electrically) to the barrier ●t metal-semiconductor
or metal- insulator-semiconductor contacts. Therefore, it was decided to
try and fabricate a HIS device from palladium and slightly oxidizbd
silicon, To achieve a large surface area, palladium and silicon powders
were used in a pressed configuration.

Apparatus:

The configuration of the cell is shown schematically in Figure one. The
layers were pressed into the ceramic form at a pressure of 11.2 MPa
resulting a density of 26t dense material for Fhe palladium and 75t dense
material for the silicon, The bellevilla washers at each end maintain a
conatnnt premaure of 3,3 MPa an the palladium nwells during douteriding.
Dcuterium gas at a pressure of 0,76 MPa was used to deut~ride t}~o sampl~s
rasulting in a D/Pd. ratio of 0,72, Table onm 11s;s the ~as analysi~ of
tho throa bot.tlos that ware used to fill t=hocalls as wall as thn analysis
of tho major impurities In tlIesilicon nnd pnllndlurn, Bo’.h tho ~llf(:on and
pnlladium powders arn coatvd w!Lh an oxfdo layer wl~lcl~1s tl~OupJ~t to ho
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important. The silicon oxide layer is approximately 1S0 A thick. Figure 2
shows the unusual morphology of the palladium powf!er (formed during

precipitation) and also the silicon powder size and shape. After pressing,
the powde~ .s ~s shown in figure 3.

A voltage current plot of the cell indicates that the resistance of the
cell is primarily controlled by the silicon oxide layer. Shown in Figure 4
are the V-I curves, for cells 10 and 12. Typically the curves are highly

non linear suggesting the c rrent
(Y

is due to tunneling cr a variety of

other conduction mechanisms that have been observed in MIS devices. The
V-I curve is taken under pulsed conditions so as not to heat the cell by
❑ore than a few degrees.

To enhance the detecticm of the neutrons and to obtain the highest current
densities possible, a pulsed excitation source was used in all the
experiments . The voltage and current pulse used was of 1 microsecond to 1
millisecond in duration at up to 3000 V at currents as high as 0,5 amp with
a low duty cycle (such as 10 milliseconds) to reduce joule heating.
Usually the pulse width and duty cycle were adjusted so that one watt of
power was dissipated in the cell, however, the peak power was often 100 or
❑ore watts. This limited the joule heating to a few degrees resulting In
little change in the average D/l)dratio. The neutron detector consisted of
a bank of 15 helium 3 proportional counters moderat
efficiency of this system as measured with a

~$by polyethylene. The
Cf source was 1,3%.

Instead of energy discrimination, time correlntinn was used. The pulse to
the cell triggered the time of flight electronics of the Low-Q diffracto-
meter at LANSCE. This was intended to g!ve a concurrent background
measurement by recording counts WC1l nfter the current pulses. A schematic
of Lhe experimental /lPPilrLltUS is shown in FiRure 5.

To test for tritium by-products, a ens l~no was constructed usin~ an
ionization gauge as the measurement device. These devices reject radon nnd
other ionization ❑echnn!sm thnt do not produce ionization cllnractcrintic of
18.6 KcV ~l,octrons. A schemiit[c of the systcm is shown in Figure 6. The
syst-c!mis used to pump down and fill the CC1l as well as mcnsuro ttlt!
trlLium jn the dtwt-erfum gns Initinlly nnd nftcr opcrnt.ion of Lhc CC1l.

Results:

‘HI{.Ilc’111 1’(111 l’f)llllt I Ill’, 1“(’!illl I !i (11111101 Stlow illlv II(,j {llltl~ I ln,(~ (’lll”t’l, lJlt 11)11 111)

t Imil !;,’;ll,. s t!; 10I’1{,1” t 11:11 [11(! plll!iv 1’6’1) {’1I f 1[)11 I“dt (, , Ill:il {’.’1(1 01 I I 111{,

(’01”1”{*1111 [011. II W:l!; !01111(1 that 111(’ (’01111[ I“ilf(’ Wll(’11 tlll~ !i;lml}l[~ Wll!l Ilill!i(’(1

W:l:i 111~,111’1” !Il:ll) 111(’ lL’11’ltl\l”lNlllll M’lfll 01” Wlflll)llt 111[’ [’1’1 I Ill” Will’1) ;1 Ii,!; [!:fllt”

Wml”; I)lll!it,(l. M,’.i:tllli,il)l’l)t :; I: IPI, II IIiIIl V II till’ I I II’ (If t III* 1’1,1 I }’,OIV(, 11[)’,116’1”

11(,111 I-1)11 I,(lllllf !, I 11;111 I Ill)!ic. I:lbl$ll I I\’l, {!:l’ ;!; I.111.1”, ‘1”111!; I “; !.I’!)WII 11111!;1

(’ 11,,11 Iv 111 l’1}~,111”(’ / UJtll’1”1’ Ill{’ Ilf’llt lt~ll ~’f)llllf Ilil’i 1)4’! ’1) I’lllly,llly f“tll l~”l:lrf”(l
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with the total energy dissipation ir. the sample. After the cell was

instrumented for tem~erature, a long measurement was started and the
results are as shown in Figure 8. The temperature of the cell, ambient
temperature and the power input were ❑easured as well as the neutron count.
While the neutron count rate, delta temperature and input power seem to be
somewhat correlated, only the de?ta temperature and the input power are
even approximately con~istent, While the neutron data may look suggestive,
and ❑any precautions were taken to exclude noise, the possibiitty that
electrical noise from the pulser was causing spurious counts in a
stochastic manner cannot be completely discounted.

Cells 1,3,4 and 5, wl~ich were controls or had ❑echanical faults, showed no
neutron activity, and were not. analyzed for tritium. Cell two was kept in
storage since it showed defivite neutron activity. The subsequent tritium
analysis showed that cell 2 had 13q~ times the fill gas concentruLion of
tritium. This amounts to 3.5 x 10 atoms of t~itium. While this is a
considerable level over background, it only amounts to 65 ppb.

Since both neutrons and triti9Jm were produced and ❑easure- ,$ the branching
ratio (n/p) may be estimated. An upper limit of 2.7 $ ,1# may b~8s;; ~;
thiq ratio. This is surprisingly close te other data (1 x 10
10- ). In this work, the branching ratio was calfiulated from the gas left
in the cell, but, some of the gaa was used for a

ratio down to 1 ; ~: $“rrecti

He analysis prior to the
tritium analysis on for the lost gas would bring the brnnching.

A total

3 5 x lof$ 6 x 105 Joules

were dissipated in the cell. The production of
trltium atoms would have yielded 2200 joules. The efficiency is

therefore only 0.3%, however, it shwld be noted that most of the voltage
drop occurs at Si-Si02-Si interfaces and only a fraction of the applied
volta~e is at Lhe S1-S10 -Pd interface. Taking this into account, the
efficiency of the s~irface!layers mqy have been closer to 20-64%. At. this
level of efficiency r.hccell would be highly economic,
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Since sample 10 appeared to be neutron active, the excess tritium was
flushed from the sample and it was run at high voltage with very short (5
microsecond) pulses for 140 hours. No excess tritium was found. Then the
sample was flushed with fresh deuterium and run for 92 hours at a pulse
width of 300 microseconds, The background level was found to be 1.5 times
the level of the gas bottle, A subsequent run at 300 microseconds for 160
hours gave a very slight excess over background (20%) and gave two neUt~8n

bursts of similar magnitude to the gas cell work of Menlova et. al.”- .
These two bursts were 25 and 35 neutron events in a 100 second count. This

type of event is statistically quite improbable (> 5 sigma). None of the

other counters within a few meters of the sample responded, eliminating
extraneous factors. Both bursts occurred within 10 minutes of turning the
power off to the sample. Sample 11 was made identically to sample 10,
however, it had ieaked about 2/3 of the D gas inventory between the time
it was filled and analyzed. 2It was found o have about 4 microcuries/meter
cubed of excess tritium, far lower than the 130 microcuries/meter cubed
found in cell 10.

Table 2 lists all the cells made to date and summarizes the tritium al 1
neutron measurements. As shown in table 2, a hydrogen control cell was
made that showed no neutron production over background whet! used with the
LANSCE counter. While the construction of the cells appears simple, slight
variations in pressing pressure, thickness of the layers, oxide layer on
the silicon and the exact fabrication details can have large effects on the
electrical properties and concomitant effects on the production of tritium.

Conclusion:

While the exact mechanism for fusion in the solid state is not known, this
work has helped clarify the ~ituation ly vtrtue of anoeher measurement the
branching ratio

-Pr cO1d ‘us’on”
An upper limit on the ratio, from Chis

work, is 3 x 10 .

The main explanations for D-D fusion In thg solid state are microcrncking
resulting in hot fusion, and various other explanations based on the
enhancement of tunneling due to increased electron shielding result~ng
from high local lattice pressures (piezofusion), non-equilibrium electron
concentration (perhaps at defects) and high D/Pal concentrations, Since all
reported measurements indicate a vary Inw branching ratio, the cracking
hypothesis 18 discredited, Since no time correlation was observed with
electron Injection one can tantetively dierniss the idea of non-equilibrium
electron a~ded fusion due to lnjectud conduction band el.ectrcms. This
still admits the possibility of some site specific fuslo~t where the local
alectron concentration is high. The idea of piezofusion or locally high
lattice pressures cauued by phase Cransitionn or deuterium drift cannot be
discounted.

Solid state fusion cellB appear to be a viable alternative to the electro-
chemical cell approach to the production of tritiurn. Due to the simplicity
of the cell and the possibility of creating monolithic structures of Pd and
Si there axists considerable room for improvement In efficiency, Bnse’J on
‘he powar input and the amount of tritt.um produced in cell 2, it hns been
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calculated that a factor of +( improvement in efficiency would result in
economic tritium production . The reduction in thickness of the Si
layers, the elimination of the hydxogen in the deuterium and palladium and
increasing the gas pressure of the cell would almost certainly improve the
efficiency.
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Table I. Material analysis of the cleuterium, hydrogen and the palladium
and silicon used in the experiments. The gas analysis was done with a mass
spectro~eter and a tritium ionization gauge, the palladium and silicon were
analyzed by wet chemistry.

68s hmlpis

iAs Settle b.

OeuterimDottte1:
Oswteri-Bottle 2:

Omheri- Bottle 3:

~ ~ttle f:

P811adi~ Anal-is

Nitrogen

Cab

Chlorine

Trace Metals

tiui- hydrogen triti- heliu 4

tobeanalyzed the 110 15~
-.x 0.64 2s tba
W.33 0.67 20 tbe
tb tb tba the

<Wg) (EWlhsd)

928

65

47

80

127

Note : Otierimudtwdmgen in term of de%, triti - in te- of micro turies per Wter cdnd.



Table II. Summary of solid state fusion experiments to date.

~le Date Neutron lriti~ I Hours I Cell I Fil( Notes
~ ! Built I CkJtput Prodxxd I RU’I I TF Gas on Ce[l

--, “ . --”.. “-”.

1 i 12.*
I

no ! Not ml-d 3 O-Ring, Layered W, #1 SqAe shorted out
2 14-* j Yeg, *5 gip I Yes, 13D0 x Lasckgrould % O-Ri~, layered Dz, #1 5% H@r ogenackted to cell on 4-26
3 I 19-Apr ! MO Bot Analyzed 20 O-Ri~, Layered I H2, #1 Hydr ogen catrot
4 I 3-!tsy !Iiosteadymtpul Uot AlmlyzEd <1 O-Ring, Layered n> *1 Immk =-91

5 ! 8-* MO Not ArMlyred <1 O-Ring, Layered D2, S1 Leaky seal
6 130- Kayl No, G?si~ I i!o 17 O-Ring, Layerod-lti xed D2, #1 Su@e shorted c:t
7 18-Jut Yes, >2.5 si~ I Yes, 1.5 x beckgrcxsxl 95 O-Ring, Lays red-nixed D2, #l Neutron output v~rf:4 with voltage

—

8 9-AIJ9 ; Mo, <1 si~ , N9 142 Flange, mixed D2, #2 Palhdius snrj silicon poude
9

rs mixed together
14-Aug : no No 163 F(ange, nixed D2, #1 SW as 8, but outg~~~ at llfle~

10 j 4-* 1 yes?,<1 sigm ~ Yes, 4.4 x bckgroud 77 Flange, Layered D2, #2 Neutron bursts, 250 pS I

mote 1: A stkstentia[ ~t of triti!m uas lost prior to ana(ysis &e to (eakaga from o-ring seai.
Correction of che brtiing ratio for the loss of triti~ iuw(d decrease the rumb?r to 1 x E-9.

—

Mote 2: Gas analysis ~ rnteriai purity Listed in Tabte 1.



CERANIC ID. 1.2S in.

TOTAL ACTIVE LENGTH 0.44 in.

THICKNESS OF Pd LAYERS 0.047 in.

THICKNESS OF S1 LAYERS 0.085 In. SS304 BODY
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ELECTRICAL FEED THROUGHS
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Figurs 1. Photo of the experimental cell, and a croms section of the cell
showing the layers and the electrical connectiom.
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Figure 2. SEM photographs of the palladium and silicon powders used in the
cells. The palladium is produced from a precipitation process that Iea”.es
the surface coated with an oxide layer. The silicon is ball milled from
ingots.
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Figuze 3, Photo of a cross section of a pressing showing the layered
structure of the compact, The photomicrograph shows a boundary between the
palladium (lower) and the silicon.
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